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Clue 4

We are going to make some more pinwheels today like we did in clue 2, but different. 
These will look like half square triangle pinwheels (if that is even a thing!). We will also 
make some hourglass units like we did in clue 2, except different! We will make those strip 
sets from clue 2 into squares! Let’s do this!

Let’s do those hourglasses first. Here is the cutting for those. Twin size, you don’t make 
these first two units, but you will need to make the 4-patch squares later in this clue.

We are making an interesting block, so we will take it one small step at a time with heaps 
of pictures for help. First, I used my 5-1/4” DARK square and 4 (four) of my 3” LIGHT 
squares to make 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” flying geese the no waste way. First, drawing a diagonal 
line on the wrong side of my LIGHT squares.

LIGHT Queen AND King ONLY

9-1/4” WOF strip (or scrap from before) 1

Sub-cut to 9-1/4” square 1

Cut square on BOTH diagonals for triangles 4

Using the rest of the strip

Cut to 3” squares 8

AND 2-1/2” squares 8

DARK Queen AND King ONLY

13-1/4” WOF strip 1

Sub-cut to 13-1/4” square 1

Cut square on BOTH diagonals for triangles 4

Cut scrap down to 12-7/8” squares 2

Cut squares on ONE diagonal for triangles 4

5-1/4” square from scraps 1
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Lines drawn and ready:      Stitching 1/4” left and Cutting ON the line:
right of the line:

Once we press these, we will have 2 heart shaped units:

Now to do it again:

Pressing those last triangles back, we have 4 
flying geese units that need trimmed back to 
2-1/2” x 4-1/2” to be ready for the next step.

Grab your 2-1/2” LIGHT squares and we 
will add those to each short end of our 
flying geese unit.
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You should have 4 (four) 3” Light squares left over. Let’s cut those on ONE diagonal and 
add those to each end of this unit. Placement is crucial, please make sure your angles are 
exactly like mine.

Now for those 9-1/4” LIGHT squares we 
cut on both diagonals… they will be added 
to the short top of this unit (not the long 
bottom). I finger pressed the centres for 
accuracy.

Now we are ready to move on!

We will use this unit and the DARK 13-1/4” square we cut on 
BOTH diagonals to create an even larger triangle. You will 
need to keep the DARK triangle on the top and start at the 
90° angle. Please make sure you can see the smaller dark 
triangle like mine when sewing.

Now to add those final DARK triangles:
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Please always use the scraps first. I found I could get a lot of these from the previous cuts. 
For our pinwheels, we need:

Since these are created EXACTLY like clue 2, just changing up some colours, I don’t want 
to be redundant with my words, so here are the pics! You will need 4 (four) of each of 
these 6-1/2” units.

Now for the fun!

LIGHT Queen AND King ONLY

7-1/4” WOF strip 1

Sub-cut to 7-1/4” squares 2

Cut remainder of strip down to 6-7/8” squares 4

Cut these squares on ONE diagonal for 
triangles 8

MEDIUM or POP Queen AND King ONLY

7-1/4” WOF strip 1

Sub-cut to 7-1/4” squares 4

DARK Queen AND King ONLY

7-1/4” WOF strip 1

Sub-cut to 7-1/4” squares 2

Cut remainder of strip down to 6-7/8” squares 4

Cut these squares on ONE diagonal for 
triangles 8
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Let’s put these pinwheels together like this:

You will have FOUR of each of these (first block of this clue and this block) 12-1/2” units 
after you finish this clue.

***********ALL SIZES**********:

Now to use those strip sets from clue 2 as well!

We will lie those on our cutting mat, right sides 
together, opposite colours touching.

Now, using our straight ruler, we will cut into 
2-1/2” segments. These should measure 
2-1/2” x 4-1/2” now.

Take all your units to the machine, stitch down a long side and 
we are finished with our 4-1/2” four-patch units!

Twin: 20 units
Queen: 28 units
King: 28 units                            

Well Done!
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